
FDA Reports that 6 People Died During Pfizer
COVID Vaccine Trial!!

written by GEG | December 9, 2020

Six people died in Pfizer’s late-stage trial of the COVID-19 vaccine, the FDA revealed
in a report just hours after Britain became the first country in the world to roll out
the vaccine. At the same time, the FDA insisted the deaths posed no threat to the safety
or effectiveness of the vaccine.
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Texas argues these four states violated the US Constitution because they made changes to
voting rules and procedures through the courts or through executive actions instead of
making the changes through the state legislatures as spelled out in the US Constitution.

County in Virginia Declares Itself First
Amendment Sanctuary in Defiance of Covid-19
Orders
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The Campbell County Board of Supervisors declared themselves a “First Amendment
Sanctuary” declaring that they will not be enforcing Governor Northam’s COVID-19 orders
that are unconstitutional, instructing the sheriff and county employees to refrain from
enforcing the orders.

Oregon Doctor’s License Suspended Over His
Refusal to Wear a Mask
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Dr. Steven LaTulippe, MD, had his license suspended because he refuses to wear a face
mask. The Oregon Medical Board said that LaTulippe “engaged in unprofessional conduct or
dishonorable conduct” after he allegedly advised a patient not be tested for Covid-19,
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and that wearing a mask does not prevent transmission.

The Fraud Behind the COVID-19 Theater is
Exposed by the CDC Itself
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The CDC admits in a paper that was updated on December 1st, that it has failed to obtain
an isolated virus, which shows that the virus is a hoax! The statement that no
‘quantified’, or measured viruses were available means that the CDC has no virus. There
is no virus. [Repeat this until it sinks in: There is no virus.]
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